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In a recent Letter [1] Maciá and Domı´nguez-Adame
intended to address the physical nature of critical wave
functions in a generalized Fibonacci system. Apart from
several interesting results presented, one main conclusion
reached is that “self-similar wave functions are those
exhibiting higher transmission coefficients in a finite
Fibonacci system.” Although there exist extended or
transparent states in many aperiodic systems under some
special conditions, the conclusion itself is unfortunately
incorrect and misleading, because it is based on a serious
miscalculation of the transmission coefficient. In this
Comment, we wish to clarify this point and present a
correct calculation.
For the Hamiltonian considered in Ref. [1], four origi-
nal transfer matrices sX, Y , Z, W d can be cast into two
new matrices RAs;ZYXd and RBs;WXd. RA and RB are
arranged in a Fibonacci sequence. In the context of the
formulation of Ref. [1], there always exists one energy E
satisfying a relation
E ­ a
1 1 g2
1 2 g2
, (1)
where a represents the on-site energy, g the transfer
integral. For these energies, fRA, RBg ­ 0. Based on5298 0031-9007y97y79(26)y5298(1)$10.00Eq. (1), the global transfer matrix MsNd in Ref. [1] is
obtained. Using the MsNd, the authors further derive the
transmission coefficient as
tsNd ­
1
1 1 fs1 2 g2d2ys4 2 E2dg2g sin2sNfd
, (2)
where f is a function of E, a, and g. Then they
suggest that the transparent condition be fulfilled when
sinsNfd ­ 0. However, we must note that the condition
sinsNfd ­ 0 may not be consistent with Eq. (1), particu-
larly in self-similar states. Therefore, under the condition
sinsNfd ­ 0 in the self-similar states, Eq. (2) can-
not be used and thus tsEd ­ 1 should not be
expected in the self-similar states. In the Let-
ter, they take N ­ F17, g ­ 2, a ­ 0.1, and
E ­ 2
p
a2 1 4 coss1160pyNd ­ 0.3348 . . . [corre-
spond to sinsNfd ­ 0] to plot Fig. 2 in Ref. [1], which
statistically exhibits self-similar features and is claimed
to be at a transparent state tsEd ­ 1. Unfortunately,
the above three energy parameters (E, a, and g) do not
satisfy Eq. (1), so their claim that this self-similar state
corresponds to a transparent state does not make sense.
Actually, if we consider E, a, and g as three indepen-
dent parameters and denote the global transfer matrix as
T sNd with matrix elements ti, js (si, j ­ 1, 2d, the trans-
mission coefficient can be obtained astsNd ­
4 2 E2
ft21 2 t12 1 st22 2 t11dEy2g2 1 st22 1 t11d2s1 2 E2y4d
, (3)where ti, j is a function of the three energy parame-
ters. Note that Eq. (3) is more general and TN Þ MN
in a general case. Once T sNd ­ MsNd (i.e., Eq. (1)
holds), it is straightforward to show that Eq. (3) is
equivalent to Eq. (2). From Eq. (3), we can check
that when Eq. (1) is satisfied, (i) if g ­ 2, a ­ 0.75,
E ­ 21.25, then tsF16d ­ 0.5909 . . . ; (ii) if g ­ 2,
a ­ 0.5, E ­ 25y6, then t ­ 0.7425 . . . , as ob-
tained in Ref. [1]; the corresponding states are not
self-similar. However, if we substitute g ­ 2, a ­ 0.1,
E ­ 2
p
0.12 1 4 cos2s1160pyF17d (corresponding to a
self-similar state) into Eq. (3), tsNd ­ 0.2298 . . . , instead
of the result t ­ 1 in Ref. [1].
On the other hand, when Eq. (1) is fulfilled, we can
further show that RA ­ R3C , RB ­ R2C , and MsNd ­ RNC ,
where
RC ­
ˆ
g21sE 2 ad 2g
g21 0
!
. (4)
Then in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the second
order, MsNd can be obtained more easily.
Finally, we wish to pinpoint that if RA and RB com-
mutate, which corresponds to a zero-invariant case,
one may find a higher transmission coefficient more
easily. For example, (i) g ­ 2, a ­ 0.1, E ­ 21y6,
tsF17d ­ 0.9232 . . . ; (ii) g ­ 1.5, a ­ 0.1, E ­213y50, tsF17d ­ 0.9938 . . . ; (iii) g ­ 2, a ­ 1.5,
and E ­ 22.5, t ­ 1. Notice that these states are not
self-similar. It is well known that, in the on-site or in
the transfer model, the self-similar states correspond to
nonzero invariants [2]. In the mixing model, can the
states with zero invariant be self-similar? From both
analytical and numerical calculations, we find actually
that if RA and RB commutate, there exist only extended
states rather than self-similar states, in sharp contrary to
the conclusion reached in Ref. [1].
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